
 

 

 

 

Dear parents, 

We are glad to welcome you for the 

new academic session 2018-19.  

New school year , new friends , new memories……let the unexpected be 

expected. Our children are glowing every year and we will see to it that this 

transition is as smooth as possible. We , 

teachers of class 2 are looking forward for 

your kind and productive partnership . 

Together we share the responsibility for 

children’s success do our best !  

  

 

Hope the children will have an exciting and  wonderful academic year 

ahead. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Theme :    Animals around us               Week No :1 and 2 

SUBJECT TOPIC LEARNING 

OUTCOME 

PARENTAL 

INTERVENTION 

 

 
ENGLISH 

 

Block 1: Real 

and Imaginary 

AANYA & THE 

DRAGON. 

Sequencing and 

Summarising. 

Student predict the 

story and compare 

their predictions 

with what actually 

happens in the 

lesson. 

Parents can ask 
students to read 
more stories and 
retell them in their 
own words. 

 

MATHS 

 

 Numbers 0 to  

        100 Review 
Block 2 : 

Introduction To 

hundreds 0 to 200 

Students will have  

hands-on experience 

to develop their 

counting and 

measuring skills. 

Parents can help 

children by giving 

them numbers 

and tell them to 

group the 

numbers in many 

ways. 

                   

 
   EVS 

 

 

Block 1: 
ANIMALS ARE 
DIFFERENT. 
Block 2: Amazing 

animals. 

They will compare  
different types of 
animals and 
understand why 
animals are different 
from each other. 

Parents can take 
their children to 
zoo and aquarium 
to observe 
different animals 

and their features. 

 

TELUGU 

 

 

 

వర్ణమాల, 

గుణిoతాలు  

 (TB 9 to 27 ) 

 Lesson no :2 

వర్ణమాల, గుణిింతాలు 

అభ్యాసనగవిస్ా ర్ు. 

 

వర్ణమాల, గుణిింతాలు 

చదివిించుటలో, 

వ్ా యించుటలోసహకర ించ

వలెను. 

Hindi 

 

वर्णमाऱा, मात्राएँ, 

बारहखड़ी,मात्रावाऱे 
शब्द, 

संयुक्त व्यंजन I 

नए शब्द सीखेंगे I पढ़ाए गए ववषयों का 
अभ्यास करवाएँ I 



Dance Introduction       

Drawing 

and 

Colouring 

Introduction to  

                 

ICT Ls 1: Parts of a 

computer 

Ls 2:Knowing how a 

computer works 
                                   

Music Prayer song 

                

P.E Indoor games  

 

 

LANGUAGE TEACHERS:  

 AML .PRASUNA 

 N. ARUNA 

 KAMESHWARI.K 

 V.JAYSHRI 

 SAVITA 

 NAGAMANI 

 

Kindly go through our 

website regularly for further details. 

Warm Regards. 

Class:      II- A     II- B     II- C     II- D     II- E 

Class 

Teachers:  

Mrs. Vasavi 

Goud. 

Ms K.P.Sony  Ms  

K.Sreedevi 

Ms B.Usha Mrs 

L.Ananda 

Jyothi. 


